A new method for high-resolution event relocation and application to the aftershocks of Lushan Earthquake, China
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Abstract We develop a new method (named hypoRelocate) to determine high-resolution earthquake location, utilizing traditional constraints of absolute travel time and differential travel time, and one new constraint of coda cross-correlogram between the events. The relocation is performed by using a simulated annealing method to search for the best fitting locations and origin times of the events that minimize the total residual of the all above three constraints of the events. HypoRelocate expands the advantage of using differential constraints to better determine high-resolution relative locations between the events by constructing constraint of coda cross-correlograms on interevent distance and reduces the dependence of relocation results on the accuracy of the initial catalog by incorporating the absolute time into the joint inversion. The method is applied to relocate the aftershocks of Lushan Earthquake. The comparisons of the relocation results between hypoRelocate and hypoDD indicate that the additional constraints of coda cross-correlogram and absolute travel time place better constraints on relative location between the events and absolute location of the events.

1. Introduction

Determining high-resolution event location is important to the understanding of tectonics [Hauksson et al., 2012], fault zone structure [Rubin et al., 1999; Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000; Shearer et al., 2005; Schaff and Richards, 2004], rupture mechanism [Rubin, 2002], and evolution process of large earthquakes [Bouchon et al., 2011; Kato et al., 2012]. It also becomes an effective tool for monitoring velocity variations [Pouponet et al., 1984; Bokelmann and Harjes, 2000; Furumoto et al., 2001; Long and Wen, 2012] and volcano activities [Ratdomopurbo and Pouponet, 1995; Martini et al., 2009; Matoza et al., 2013] and evaluating the safety of the induced seismicity in many engineering operations [Talwani and Acree, 1984; Simpson et al., 1988; Rutledge and Phillips, 2003; Majer et al., 2007; Ellsworth, 2013]. The accuracy of absolute location determination would depend on seismic station coverage, the accuracy of travel time measurement, and the resolution of the seismic model used in the relocation [e.g., Pavlis, 1992; Gomberg et al., 1990]. Thus, efforts to improve the resolution of event location determination have been on many fronts: from the improvement of the accuracy of the seismic model used in the relocation [e.g., Husen and Smith, 2004; Hauksson and Shearer, 2005; Shearer et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2007] to the development of the methods of determining the relative location of the events using travel time difference between the events and to the increase of the accuracy of relative travel time measurement by waveform cross correlation [e.g., Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000; Richards-Dinger and Shearer, 2000; Schaff and Richards, 2004; Lin and Shearer, 2005; Wen, 2006; Waldhauser and Schaff, 2008; Wen and Long, 2010; Zhang and Wen, 2013]. So far, the methods of using travel time difference between the events to determine the relative location of the events [Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000; Richards-Dinger and Shearer, 2000; Lin and Shearer, 2005; Wen, 2006] have provided the highest resolution for the relative locations of the events, although the resolution of the absolute event location obtained from those methods would still depend on the accuracy of the initial catalog.

In this paper, we develop a new method (we name it hypoRelocate) for high-resolution earthquake relocation, which incorporates constraint of stacked coda cross-correlogram along with absolute travel time and differential travel time. HypoRelocate constructs new additional constraints on interevent distance based on stacked coda cross-correlogram, retains the advantage of using travel time difference to better constrain the relative location between events, and reduces the dependence of relocation result on catalog absolute location by...
We first present an example of coda wave cross-correlograms of the even scattering model for two strike-slip (SS) faults, located at 1 km deep and separated by 1 km. We cross-correlate the synthetic coda seismograms from 2 to 4 s after the direct SH waves of the two events (Figure 1b) and then stack the normalized cross-correlograms of the coda waves (Figure 1c). The cross correlation is conducted in the frequency domain with no spectral balancing. Two clear spike phases are visible at ±0.286 s in the stacked cross-correlogram (Figure 1d). Based on the background velocity of 3.5 km/s, we recover the traveling distance of 1 km based on the time separation between the stacked energy peaks (i.e., 3.5 km/s × 0.286 s), which is equal to the actual separation of the two sources. Thus, the emergence of these energy peaks in the stacked coda cross-correlogram and the time separation between them support the inference that the stacked cross-
Correlogram of the coda waves is an approximate Green's function (strain rate) between the sources. Although Curtis et al. [2009] showed that the waveform shapes of the approximate Green's functions involve convolutions of source time functions of the events, which may or may not be zero phase. We suppose the effect of source time functions is minor in affecting the travel time pick of the stacked correlograms in reality.

Additional synthetic tests indicate that the characteristics of the stacked coda cross-correlogram would be affected by the spatial distributions of seismic scatterers, event focal mechanisms, and relative orientation of the event pair. For example, when the scatterers are only located in one side of the event pair (Figure 2a), coda waves are more prominently present at the stations in the left side of the sources (Figure 2b). In this case, only...
one clear spike phase appears at 0.286 s in the cross-correlograms of individual station (Figure 2c) and the stacked coda cross-correlogram (Figure 2d).

To illustrate the effects of focal mechanism and relative orientation of the event pair, we show examples of the stacked coda cross-correlogram for various pairings of three fundamental faults: SS, vertical dip slip (DS) and 45° dip slip (45DS) for even scattering model in Figure 1. When the event pair are located at the same depth, the stacked coda cross-correlograms exhibit sharp spiking energy for three event pairings: SS versus SS, 45DS versus SS, and 45DS versus 45DS but no visible phase for other combinations of focal mechanisms (Figure 3a). However, when one source is placed 0.6 km deeper, the spiking energy now emerges in the stacked coda cross-correlograms for the event pairings of SS versus SS, DS versus SS, and DS versus DS (Figure 3b). Unlike the case that two sources are located at the same depth, spiking energy is no longer visible for 45DS versus SS and 45DS versus 45DS. Besides, the polarity of spike of DS versus SS is reverse, but the timing between them is the same as other two positive pairs. These results can be explained by the radiation patterns and relative orientation between the event pair. When two sources are located at same depth, SS and 45DS would radiate strong SH energy in the horizontal direction that links the two sources, while DS would do so in vertical direction. In the case that the sources are located at different depths, SS and DS would radiate strong energy along the direction between the two sources. In another word, when the focal mechanisms of the two sources would favor radiating strong energy along the direction between the two sources, clear spiking energy would emerge in the stacked coda correlogram.

The above synthetic tests support the inference that the stacked cross-correlogram of the coda waves is an approximate Green’s function between the sources. It is also clear that direct S wave between two sources dominates over other potential phases in the stacked coda correlogram, for all the cases studied (Figures 1–3). The synthetics tests further suggest that the stack coda cross-correlogram may exhibit no

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, except that the model has unevenly distributed scatterers (gray points), located only on the left side of the event pair.
energy peak, one energy peak, or two symmetric energy peaks, depending on seismic scattering model, focal mechanisms of the pairing events, interevent distance, and relative orientation between the source locations. Despite the above complications, when energy peak(s) emerges in the stacked coda cross-correlogram, the timing of the peak(s) can be used to place constraint on the interevent distance between the events.

3. Methodology

HypoRelocate uses three types of constraint in relocation, including (1) absolute travel time of seismic phase, (2) differential travel time between the events, and (3) coda cross-correlogram between the events. The procedure of HypoRelocate method is illustrated schematically in Figure 4. The first step of the method is to build the three types of constraints for the events to be relocated, including (1) measuring absolute travel time and differential travel time from traditional means (catalog or waveform cross correlation) for all the events and (2) constructing coda cross-correlograms from a small set of events that have relatively larger magnitudes. For discussion purpose, we term these larger events as reference events. The second step is the utilization of the simulated annealing method to search for the best fitting locations and origin times of events that minimize the total residual of all the events that is defined by the difference between the observation and prediction of the three types of constraints. In the following subsections, we discuss the definition of total residual, relationship of the residual to event parameters, relocation error, and detailed procedure of the simulated annealing method.

3.1. Total Residual and Its Relationship to Event Location and Origin Time

We define the total residual $\Delta T^{res}$ as a weighed combination of residuals of absolute travel time, differential travel time, and coda cross-correlogram travel time:

$$\Delta T^{res} = w_1 \sum_i N_i + w_2 \sum_{i,j} M_{i,j} + w_3 \sum_{i,j} Q_{i,j}$$

(1)
where $\Delta T_{\text{t,a}}$ is the absolute time residual of event $i$, $\Delta T_{\text{t,j,j}}$ is the residual of travel time difference between event pair $i, j$, $\Delta T_{\text{t,c}}$ is the residual related to the stacked coda cross-correlogram between event pair $i, j$, $N$ is the total number of events, $M$ is the number of event pairs with the differential travel time constraints, $Q$ is the number of coda cross-correlogram pairs, and $w_1$, $w_2$, and $w_3$ ($w_1 + w_2 + w_3 = 1$) are the weighting factors for absolute travel time, differential travel time, and coda cross-correlogram, respectively.

The parameters to be inverted consist of the location (latitude, longitude, and depth) and origin time of each event. We describe below how each type of the residual is related to the observations and model parameters.

Let $t_{\text{coda}}^{ij}$ be the measured time lag of the emerging energy in the stacked coda cross-correlogram; $dL$ is the inter distance between the events calculated by events latitude, longitude, and depth; and $v$ is the SH crustal velocity in the neighbor of event sources. When two symmetric energy peaks appear in the cross-correlograms, $t_{\text{coda}}^{ij}$ is measured as the half of the time separation of the energy peaks, and coda time residual is defined as

$$
\Delta T_{\text{t,c}} = \left| t_{\text{coda}}^{ij} - dL/v \right|
$$

When only one energy peak is observed in the stacked cross-correlogram (Figures 2 and 3 for synthetic examples and Figure 9 for data examples), $t_{\text{coda}}^{ij}$ is measured as the time lag of the energy peak from zero (could be positive or negative, depending on the side of the emerging energy from zero time). In that case, the measured time of the cross-correlogram peak would also depend on the assumed event origin time difference between the event pair. If event $i$ is cross-correlated with event $j$, coda time residual for this case is defined as

$$
\Delta T_{\text{t,c}} = \left| t_{\text{coda}}^{ij} + \Delta O_i - \Delta O_j - dL/v \right|
$$

where $\Delta O_i - \Delta O_j$ is origin time difference correction between the event pair $i, j$ that is caused by event origin time error and will be corrected in relocation as $\Delta O_i - \Delta O_j = \Delta O_i - \Delta O_j$ and $\Delta O_i$ and $\Delta O_j$ are origin time corrections for event $i$ and $j$, respectively.

Let $\Delta T_{\text{t,k,p}}$ be the travel time difference recorded at station $k$ between event pair $i, j$ for seismic phase $p$. It can be expressed as [Wen, 2006; Long and Wen, 2012; Zhang and Wen, 2013]:

$$
\Delta T_{\text{t,k,p}} = AD_k + dt(D)(k, p, D, h) + dh(D)(h)(k, p, D, h)
$$

Figure 4. Relocation procedure of hypoRelocate.
where \(dD_i\) is the difference in epicentral distance at station \(k\) due to the relative difference in event location between the two events, \(dh\) relative change of event depth between the two events, and \((d/dD)(k,p,D,h), (d/dh)(k,p,D,h)\) the derivatives of travel time (slowness) of the seismic phase with respect to epicentral distance \(D\) and event depth \(h\), respectively.

Let \(\Delta t^{\text{obs}}_{i-j,k,p}\) be the observed arrival time difference between events \(i\) and \(j\) for seismic phase \(p\), the travel time difference residual \(\Delta t^{\text{res}}_{i-j,k,p}\) is defined as

\[
\Delta t^{\text{res}}_{i-j,k,p} = \Delta t^{\text{obs}}_{i-j,k,p} - (\Delta O_{i,j} + \Delta t_{i-j,k,p})
\]

and the total travel time difference residual of an event pair is defined as

\[
\Delta T_{ij} = \left( \sum_{p=1}^{P} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \Delta t^{\text{res}}_{i-j,k,p} \right)^2 \right) / W
\]

\(P\) is the number of seismic phases of one station, \(K\) the number of stations, and \(W\) the total number of seismic phases used in the relocation.

The absolute time residual \(\Delta T_{i,a}\) of event \(i\) is defined as

\[
\Delta T_{i,a} = \left( \sum_{p=1}^{P} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \Delta t^{\text{res}}_{i,k,p} \right)^2 \right) / W
\]

\(\Delta t^{\text{res}}_{i,k,p}\) is defined as 

\[
\Delta t^{\text{res}}_{i,k,p} = t^{\text{obs}}_{i,k,p} - t^{\text{pred}}_{i,k,p},
\]

where \(t^{\text{pred}}_{i,k,p}\) is predicted travel time of \(p\) phase of event \(i\) at station \(k\) based on a reference model and \(t^{\text{obs}}_{i,k,p}\) the observed travel time.

### 3.2. Event Relocation by the Simulated Annealing Method

As hypoRelocate combines different kinds of constraints in the relocation and some model parameters do not have linear dependence on the objective function, it becomes impossible to apply traditional iterative methods to find an optimal solution. Because of the large number of event parameters in the inversion, it is also impractical to apply grid search for seeking the best fitting model parameters. In hypoRelocate, we use the simulated annealing method to search for the best fitting locations and origin times of all the events that generate the minimal total residual of the events as defined in equation (1). Simulated annealing method is a probabilistic method for effectively solving the global optimization problem [Van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987; Szu and Hartley, 1987; Goffe et al., 1994]. The method finds a solution that minimizes a particular objective function, through an iterative procedure controlled by the annealing schedule, specified by initial value, cooling rate, and acceptance probability. In this particular application, initial value defines initial searching area for event locations and searching time window for event origin times, cooling rate controls the speed of the decrease of the searching area and time window in each iteration, and the probability regulates whether a value should be accepted and the search goes to next iteration. The exact relocation procedure includes following steps:

1. Set \(C = C_0\), where \(C\) and \(C_0\) are the current event parameters and initial catalog values, respectively; \(S_0\) be the initial searching area for event locations and searching time window for event origin times.
2. For each iteration \(i\), \(i = 1 \ldots N_{\text{max}}\) where \(i\) is iteration index and \(N_{\text{max}}\) is the maximal number of iteration, the procedure chooses a set of new model parameter \(C_{\text{new}}\) which is a random neighbor of \(C\). The current searching range \(S\) decreases to \(S = S_0 \times (1)^i\), where \(f\) is the cooling rate with a value between 0 and 1. If \(R(C_{\text{new}}) < R(C_{\text{min}})\) or \(\exp(R(C_{\text{min}}) - R(C_{\text{new}})) / S > \text{random}(0, 1)\), \(C_{\text{new}}\) is accepted as \(C\) and the procedure goes to next iteration; otherwise, it picks another random neighbor of \(C\) and repeats the procedure. Where \(R(C)\) is the minimal residual of last iteration and \(R(C_{\text{new}})\) is the residual of current model parameters \(C_{\text{new}}\) gives a random decimal between 0 and 1. \(\exp(R(C_{\text{min}}) - R(C_{\text{new}})) / S > \text{random}(0, 1)\) is a probability condition to avoid the searching falling into a local minimal value.
3. The model space \(C\) and the associated minimal residual \(R_{\text{min}}\) in the last iteration are considered as the best fitting model and its associated residual.
3.3. Uncertainty Estimates of Relocation Results

Relocation uncertainty of an individual event (e.g., event i) is estimated based on statistical analysis of the portion of the travel time residuals contributed by the event, \( \Delta T_{\text{res}} = \sum_i \Delta T_{\text{res},i} \). \( \Delta T_{\text{res}} \) is defined as

\[
\Delta T_{\text{res},i} = w_1 \Delta T_{1,0} / N + w_2 \sum_j M_{i,j} \Delta T_{i,j} / 2M + w_3 \sum_j P_{i,j} \Delta T_{i,j,c} / 2Q
\]

(8)

where \( j \) is the event paired with event \( i \), \( M_i \) the number of event pairs with differential travel time related to event \( i \), and \( P_i \) the number of event pairs with coda cross-correlogram related to event \( i \).

The relocation error of event \( i \) is defined as

\[
e_i = \text{ellipse} \left( \min \left( \Delta T_{\text{res}} \right) \chi^2_{95, \ n} \right)
\]

(9)

where \( \chi^2(95, \ n) \) is the 95% confidence interval of chi-square distribution and \( n \) is the freedom of constraints.

Besides, three other types of uncertainties of earthquake location and origin time exist and are estimated in hypoRelocate, with one related to the method itself, one to possible travel time error in phase picking, and one to uneven distribution of seismic stations.

The standard bootstrap approach [Billings, 1994; Shearer, 1997; Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000] is adopted to estimate those uncertainties in hypoRelocate relocation. We introduce the general concept of the approach in this section and elaborate the details in the real data application in section 4.4. In the approach, we select a group of \( (M) \) events and repeat the relocation procedures a certain number \( (N) \) of times with some constraints randomly changed in each relocation and the relocation results from these repeated procedures form \( M \times N \) bootstrap samples. The uncertainties are estimated from the distribution of these bootstrap samples, with the range that contains a certain percentage (e.g., 95%) of the samples defined as the uncertainties.

4. Application for Relocating the Aftershocks of Lushan Earthquake

On 20 April 2013, a magnitude \( M_w 6.6 \) earthquake occurred in Lushan, Sichuan province, the People’s Republic of China (Lushan earthquake). The Lushan main shock and a large number of aftershocks are recorded by the dense seismic networks in the region. In this section, we apply hypoRelocate to relocate these events as an example of showing its practical application and discussing the effects of various constraints on the relocation results.

4.1. Traditional Constraints of Travel Time and Travel Time Difference

We use the event catalog and observed waveforms from 20 April to 29 June 2013 that are archived in the China Earthquake Networks Center. We select the main shock and 38 large aftershocks with \( M_l \) magnitude larger than 4.5 as the reference events (stars in Figure 5) and other 261 smaller aftershocks whose \( M_l \) magnitudes are between 3.0 and 4.5 (dots in Figure 5).

As S arrivals cannot be clearly picked in the data, only P phases are used in relocation. For absolute travel time, we use two different P phases, Pg and Pn, depending on the epicentral distance (Figure 6). The uncertainty of those P wave arrival picks is 0.1 s.

For travel time difference between the events, we pair the events whose interevent distance is less than 10 km according to the event catalog. There are 7510 event pairs among the relocated events, and a total of 87030 travel time differences are selected between these events. Every event has an average of 25 links with its neighbors, and every link has observations at a minimal of 5 stations (with an average of 12 stations). Each event pair has Pg travel time differences at 5 to 6 stations and Pn travel time differences at the rest of other stations. We first attempt to obtain the travel time difference between the event pairs through cross correlation of the P waveforms. However, the waveforms are not alike between the event pairs, and most of correlation coefficients are lower than 0.4, due to the complex local velocity structure. We therefore obtain the differential travel times based on phase pick times.
39 reference events (including the main shock) are well recorded by more than 50 seismic stations within 5° from the epicenters (Figure 6). The coda wave recorded in these stations are used for constructing coda cross-correlograms between the reference events, except for the main shock, in which only the data recorded at the stations from 3° to 5° are used due to clipping of the recording during the main shock in local seismic stations.

The procedures for constructing stacked coda correlogram are as follows: (1) the velocity seismic records are rotated to the tangential direction and band-pass filtered between 0.2 and 5 Hz, and (2) we use a 30 s sliding window with a moving time step of 10 s to cut the waveform between 20 s and 160 s after the predicted SH arrivals. The cross correlation is performed for every station and every time window between the events, and the cross-correlograms of all the stations are stacked for each time window (Figure 7). Figure 7a shows the cross-correlograms of event pair 16 and 44 at different station in one time period (70 s – 100 s after S arrival) and the stacked result of all the stations (bottom trace, Figure 7a). Although no clear phase is visible in single cross-correlogram, one strong phase appears around ~3 s after the stacking. Two sharp spikes emerge on the stacked cross-correlogram over 12 time periods of the coda waves (bottom trace, Figure 7b).

Due to seismic noise and other factors as we showed in the synthetic tests, not every stacked cross-correlogram would show clear energy spikes. After high signal to noise ratio autoselection and visual inspection of quality, we are able to obtain 151 clear stacked coda cross-correlograms between event pairs among those 39 reference events (Figures 8 and 9). Among them, 10 coda cross-correlograms exhibit symmetric
peaks, with the rest only one peak (see Figure 9 for 51 stacked cross-correlogram examples). The spike energy could be observed in event pairs located within 20 km, but most of them emerge from the event pairs located within 10 km. We check the reliability of the emerging energy in those stacked coda cross-correlograms and the consistency of their peak arrival times by the bootstrap method. For every coda cross-correlogram, we randomly select 70% of the stations for stacking and repeat the procedure 100 times. The bootstrap procedures show consistent energy peaks, with their peak arrival times varying by at most 0.02 s. Using coda waves in different time windows for stacking yields same result. The above tests indicate that the reliability of the energy peaks in the coda cross-correlograms and the time error of picking the energy peaks in the coda cross-correlograms is assigned to be 0.02 s.

In theory, the stacked coda cross-correlograms would contain equivalent Green’s functions of all the seismic shear waves traveling between the sources, including the direct wave, surface reflected wave, surface wave, mantle wave, and the reflected and diffracted waves from the crust-mantle boundary. However, the emerging energy peaks in the stacked coda cross-correlograms in Figures 8 and 9 are the equivalent direct S waves for the following two reasons: (1) For the depth range of the events being relocated and the velocity model in the region, the theoretical travel times for all the other waves are larger than the travel time of emerging energy picks in the stacked cross-correlograms. We use ray tracing to calculate the travel times of the following phases: surface reflected waves, the mantle waves, and the Moho reflected and diffracted waves of all event pairs (the west velocity model in Table 1 is used for travel time calculations because all sources are located on the westside). The largest travel time of the observed cross-correlograms is 6 s (Figure 9), while the arrival times of the surface reflected waves would be at least 9 s and those of the mantle wave and the reflected and diffracted waves from the crust-mantle boundary at least 14 s. (2) Synthetic tests in Figures 1–3 indicate that direct S wave between two sources dominates over any other potential phases in the stacked coda correlogram, for all the cases with various combinations of focal mechanism. We thus adopt the measured energy peak times of all 151 stacked coda cross-correlograms as the travel times of the direct S waves between the sources. As we show in the synthetic tests (Figure 3b), the polarity of the energy peaks may reverse depending on the combination of focal mechanisms of the event pair, but the measured travel
time of the maximal amplitude still accurately reflects the travel time of the direct S wave between the events; we thus measure the travel time based on the absolute peak amplitude in the coda cross-correlograms.

### 4.3. Velocity Model

Lushan aftershocks occurred on the Longmenshan fault, which separates the Tibet Plateau in the west from the Chengdu plain in the east. Thus, there is significant difference in crustal structure between the two sides of the fault, and the lateral variation of velocity structure needs to be accurately accounted for in the relocation. Two models have been used in previous studies of earthquake relocations in the region. Huang et al. [2008] adopted a model with two one-dimensional models (Table 1) for each side of the fault in relocation of the Wenchuan earthquake and aftershocks. Their model was derived from seismic exploration lines and modeling natural seismic recordings. Fang et al. [2013] used two velocity models in their study of Lushan main shock and aftershocks, with one model similar to the model of Huang et al. [2008] and the other model derived from deep seismic sounding. Events are relocated with all these models. We eventually choose the model in Huang et al. [2008] (Table 1 and the heavy line in Figure 6 for the geographical separation of the two sides), because it generates the smallest residual value in the best fitting relocation results. The predicted travel times are calculated by ray tracing method according to the models.

### 4.4. Relocation Results and Uncertainties

In the relocation, we use 7697 absolute travel times (Pg and Pn phases), 87,030 pairs of differential travel time and 151 coda cross-correlograms. The initial searching area of event location is chosen to be a region of 0.2° in latitude, 0.2° in longitude, and 15 km in depth, centered at the catalog location of each event, and the initial searching range of event origin time is chosen to be ±6 s from the catalog origin time. We test
many cooling rates and the associated convergence of the solution in the simulated annealing method. We show the procedure performance in Figure 10, using two example cooling rates. Note that the procedure can provide similar convergent results (defined when the total residual changes by no more than 0.1% between the iterations) using either cooling rate, but the maximum number of iteration differs between the two cooling rates (Figure 10). After testing, we choose a cooling rate of 0.98 and a maximal number of iteration of 800.

The weighting factors are chosen depending on the quality of the data sets and the relative importance the constraint plays in constraining the model parameters. In principal, we give high-precision data a larger weighting factor and less accurate data a smaller one; we also place emphasis on the relative locations of events in the relocation results. Coda cross-correlogram data are regarded as having the highest precision and placing the most important constraints on the interevent distances. So we give that type of the constraint the largest weighting factor. Differential travel time and absolute travel time are both measured from the catalog phase data and have same precisions, but differential travel time is less sensitive to the velocity model and places stronger constraints on the relative location between the events. Therefore, we give it a larger weight than the absolute time.

Figure 8. The 151 event pairs (connected by thin lines) with cross-correlogram constraint. Gray stars indicate 39 reference events (including the main shock, red star) with event ID labeled nearby. Cross-correlograms between event pair 16 and 44 (connected by thick red line) is presented as an example in Figure 7.

Figure 9. Examples of the stacked coda cross-correlograms from 151 event pairs, with the pair of event IDs (shown in Figure 8) labeled on the right of each trace. The blue lines mark the zero time.
In reality, we also choose the weighting factors based on the relocation residuals when only each individual type of constraint is used. We first relocate all events with only each type of the constraint used and obtain the smallest residuals of the three kinds of constraints when each of them is used as the sole constraint. Then, we combine the three constraints into relocation and adjust the weighting factors. The final weighting factors are chosen so that the residual related to the coda cross-correlogram is the smallest while the residuals related to other two types of constraints are no more than 10% of the smallest residuals when they are used solely in the relocations. Following these principles and procedures, we choose the final weighting factors of 0.7, 0.2, and 0.1 for coda cross-correlogram time, differential travel time, and absolute travel time, respectively. We should emphasize that as in the cases of any other joint inversions, those factors remain empirical. Users should consider each individual relocation case and choose weighting factors accordingly.

The relocation result is shown in map view and cross-section views in Figures 11a and 12a, respectively. The total residual is reduced from 1.07 s to 0.38 s, with the residuals associated with absolute time, differential travel time, and absolute travel time, decreasing by 0.28 s, 0.32 s, and 0.75 s, respectively (Table 2). The relocated events are moved shallower and become more spatially concentrated. Overall, the change of horizontal distance is relatively smaller than the change of event depth. The locations of 90% of the relocated events differ from the initial catalog by 1 to 3 km in horizontal distance (cf. Figures 5a, 11a, and 13a). In contrast, most of the event depths are changed by 5 to 10 km shallower (Figures 12a and 13b). Most of the events were located beneath the fault plane (deduced from global centroid moment tensor solution) in the catalog (Figures 5b and 5c), while most of the relocated events above the fault plane (Figure 12a). There are also a couple of events located out of the deduced fault (Figure 12a) (the locations of these events are well resolved in the relocation).

The relocation errors of the absolute location of the reference events are estimated based on equations (8) and (9), to be around 1 km in horizontal direction and 1–2 km in depth (Figures 11a and 12a). The relocation errors of other smaller events are about 1.5 times of those of the reference events due to the lack of constraint from coda cross-correlograms. The estimation of other uncertainties follows the bootstrap method illustrated in section 3.3. Thirty-nine reference events are selected for the uncertainty estimations (black stars in Figure 5 and crosses in Figures 11 and 12).

Owing to the random procedure in the simulated annealing method, the relocation results would have slight difference, if we repeat the procedure. To estimate the uncertainty of the simulated annealing method, we simply repeat the relocation procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Westside P/S Ratio 1.68</th>
<th>Eastside P/S Ratio 1.78</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_p$ (km/s)</td>
<td>Depth (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>64.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Velocity Model Used for Relocation

Figure 10. Total travel time residual as a function of iteration index in the simulated annealing method, for two example cooling rates (blue curve for a cooling rate of 0.988 with a maximum number of iteration of 7000 and the red curve for a cooling rate of 0.98 with a maximum number of iteration of 800).
200 times with the same data constraints. The bootstrap samples thus contain 39 events in 200 times of repeated relocation procedures (200 × 39 samples). The location of an individual event in each relocation is plotted with respect to the averaged location of that individual event obtained in the 200 repeated times. The ellipses that include 95% of all sample points are regarded as the uncertainties of the relocation results. The estimated uncertainties for the simulated annealing method itself are 0.1 km in both horizontal and vertical locations (Figures 14a and 14b) and 0.01 s in event origin time (Figure 14c). To estimate the uncertainty associated with the travel time error in phase picking, for each repeated relocation, we randomize the travel time residuals of individual stations of the best fitting model and add them back to the travel time observations of all the stations. The uncertainties due to phase pick error are 0.2 km in the horizontal distance (Figure 14d), 0.25 km in depth (Figure 14e), and 0.04 s in event origin time (Figure 14f). To estimate the uncertainty associated with possible bias of station distribution, for each repeated relocation, we randomly pick 70% of the stations from the current station list. The uncertainties are 0.3 km in the horizontal distance (Figure 14g), 0.32 km in depth (Figure 14h), and 0.06 s in event origin time (Figure 14i) due to possible bias in station distribution.

Figure 11. Map views of relocation results using various constraints based on different methods: (a) case 1: using constraints of coda cross-correlogram, absolute travel time, and travel time difference based on hypoRelocate; (b) case 2: using constraints of absolute travel time and travel time difference based on hypoRelocate; and (c) case 3: using constraints of travel time difference based on hypoDD. Black crosses are the reference events (Ml > 4.5) (The lengths of the two axes of the crosses indicate the location errors in longitude and latitude directions that estimated by the 95% chi-square distribution of the relocation residual and the size of the crosses are equal proportion to the basemap.), gray dots other events (4.5 > Ml > 3.0) and red star the main shock.
5. Comparison of the Relocation Results With Different Constraints and With HypoDD

To illustrate the effect of different types of constraint, we compare the above relocation results (case 1) with another two cases with different types of constraint and different methods: case 2: absolute travel time and travel time difference are used and hypoRelocate is employed (Figures 11b and 12b); case 3: only travel time difference is used and hypoDD program [Waldhauser, 2001] is employed (Figures 11c and 12c).

The differences of horizontal locations of the relocated events are small between these cases, with 90% of the relocated events within 1 km between cases 1 and 2 (Figures 11a and 11b) and within 2 km between cases 1 and 3 (Figures 11a and 11c). However, larger differences exist in event depth. The relocated events are concentrated in the depth range between 15 and 25 km in case 3 (Figure 12c) that is similar to catalog depths (Figure 5b), 10–20 km in case 1 (Figure 12a) and 8–18 km in case 2 (Figure 12b). Events are located beneath the fault in case 3 (Figure 12c), while they are distributed on the top surface of the fault in cases 1 and 2 (Figures 12a and 12b). HypoDD in case 3 only uses travel time difference, which places constraints on the relative locations between the events, so the absolute locations of the relocated events would still depend on the initial catalog (The west velocity model is used in hypoDD relocation, because all the sources are located on

Figure 12. (a–c) Same as Figure 11, except in cross-sectional views, with the left panels along AA’ and the right panels along BB’ (profiles shown in Figure 5). Gray thick lines in the right panels are the same fault lines in Figure 5c.

5. Comparison of the Relocation Results With Different Constraints and With HypoDD

To illustrate the effect of different types of constraint, we compare the above relocation results (case 1) with another two cases with different types of constraint and different methods: case 2: absolute travel time and travel time difference are used and hypoRelocate is employed (Figures 11b and 12b); case 3: only travel time difference is used and hypoDD program [Waldhauser, 2001] is employed (Figures 11c and 12c).

The differences of horizontal locations of the relocated events are small between these cases, with 90% of the relocated events within 1 km between cases 1 and 2 (Figures 11a and 11b) and within 2 km between cases 1 and 3 (Figures 11a and 11c). However, larger differences exist in event depth. The relocated events are concentrated in the depth range between 15 and 25 km in case 3 (Figure 12c) that is similar to catalog depths (Figure 5b), 10–20 km in case 1 (Figure 12a) and 8–18 km in case 2 (Figure 12b). Events are located beneath the fault in case 3 (Figure 12c), while they are distributed on the top surface of the fault in cases 1 and 2 (Figures 12a and 12b). HypoDD in case 3 only uses travel time difference, which places constraints on the relative locations between the events, so the absolute locations of the relocated events would still depend on the initial catalog (The west velocity model is used in hypoDD relocation, because all the sources are located on
the westside and differential travel times are sensitive only to the velocity structure in the source regions. That is the reason that the event depths in case 3 are similar to the catalog depths. The difference between cases 2 and 3 is mostly due to the additional constraint of absolute travel time data in case 2, which changes most of the event depths from the catalog values. Note that case 3 yields a large residual in absolute travel time (Table 2), which indicates that the absolute event locations in the catalog have large uncertainties. The relocation error bars decrease as more constraints are added into the relocation (Figures 11 and 12), indicating the improvement of relocation results with combined constraints.

Figure 13. Statistics of location differences between different relocation cases, with Figures 13a, 13c, and 13e for the difference in horizontal distance and Figures 13b, 13d, and 13f for the depth difference: (a, b) between hypoRelocate relocation results (case 1 in section 5, Figures 11a and 12a) and the initial catalog (Figure 5), (c, d) between hypoRelocate results with (case 1 in section 5, Figures 11a and 12a) and without (case 2 in section 5, Figures 11b and 12b) constraints of coda cross-correlogram (both relocations have constraints of travel time and travel time difference), and (e, f) between hypoRelocate relocation results (case 1 in section 5, Figures 11a and 12a) and hypoDD results (case 3 in section 5, Figures 11c and 12c).

Table 2. Residuals for the Catalog and the Cases in Figures 11 and 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{a}$ Absolute Travel Time (s)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{d}$ Differential Travel Time (s)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{c}$ Coda Cross-Correlogram (s)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{res}$ Total residual (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>a, d, c</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>a, c</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalog</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The a, d, and c in column of “constraint” stand for absolute travel time, differential travel time, and coda cross-correlogram, respectively.
Because hypoDD only employs travel time difference that is only sensitive to the relative location between
the events, its relocation results would be affected by the initial event catalog. There are some previous
studies that combined absolute travel time and differential travel time together to improve relocation
precision [Jordan and Sverdrup, 1981; Engdahl and Bergman, 2001]. One approach to improve the accuracy
of the relocation results is to first redetermine the absolute locations of the events using a traditional method
[Klein, 2002] and a good regional velocity model and then to employ hypoDD to improve the accuracy of the
relative location of the events by applying differential constraints in further relocation [Fang et al., 2013]. In
case 1, hypoRelocate incorporates the absolute travel time into joint inversion. This serves the same purpose
as the two-step approach adopted by others, but it also ensures the consistency between the best
fitting locations and the minimization of the absolute travel time residuals. It is also interesting to note that the rela-
tive travel time residual is smaller in cases 1 and 2 than in case 3 (Table 2), suggesting that more accurate
absolute locations would also yield better fitting relative locations.

The results in cases 1 and 2 are similar (Figures 12a, 12b, and 13d), but some difference exists in the reference
events. The reference events are all located above the fault in case 2 (Figure 12b) but along the fault in case 1
(Figure 12a). This difference of relocation results is due to the additional constraint from coda cross-
correlograms in case 1. The residuals related to absolute time and relative travel time are slightly larger in
case 1 than those in case 2 (Table 2), but the residual related to cross-correlogram is reduced from 0.45 s in
case 2 to 0.33 s in case 1.

We further illustrate the effects of the additional constraint of coda cross-correlograms on the determined
event location, using a pair of reference events (events 20 and 25 in Figure 8) (Figure 15) and the reference
events (Figure 16) as examples. We show results for two cases, with one using only the travel time difference...
as constraint and the other employing the travel time difference and the constraint of coda cross-correlogram between the events. In the example of an event pair (Figure 15), one event is fixed in its location and origin time (cross symbol) and the other event is relocated with respect to the fixed event. The color maps and isolines show the residuals of travel time difference of the $P$ waves between the events. If only the travel time difference is used in the relocation, the relocated event will be placed at the minimum value of residuals (black star). The thick black circle centered at the fixed event is the potential location of the relocated event based on the stacked coda cross-correlogram (i.e., it has a radius of inter-event distance determined based on the stacked coda cross-correlogram). If both the travel time difference and cross-correlogram information are used, the constrained location is placed at the minimum value of the weighed residual as defined in equation (1) (red star). The two relocation results differ by 5.6 km in the horizontal distance and 2.7 km in depth. Note that the residuals related to the travel time difference between the two relocation results are less than 0.08 s, rather insignificant in comparison with the precision of the travel-time difference in the present study (larger than 0.1 s). The additional constraint of the coda cross-correlogram between the events places much tighter constraints on the relative location of the events. In the example of the reference events (Figure 16), we compare reference event locations in two different relocation cases: (1) hypoDD employing differential travel time only and (2) hypoRelocate utilizing both differential travel time and coda cross-correlogram. The differences of the two relocation results are obvious both in horizontal and depth directions (Figure 16). More than a half of the events have a 2–4 km horizontal separation (Figure 16a), and most of the events move shallower after adding the constraint of coda cross-correlogram (Figures 16b and 16c). The depths of some events vary as much as 5 km. While the average
residuals associated with the differential travel time vary slightly from 0.47 s to 0.51 s between the two cases, the average residuals associated with the cross-correlogram drop from 0.55 s to 0.39 s from case 1 to case 2. The above comparisons indicate that the additional constraint of coda correlogram places much tighter constraint on the relative locations between the events.

6. Conclusion

We develop a new method hypoRelocate to determine high-resolution earthquake location based on constraints of coda cross-correlogram, traditional absolute travel time, and differential travel time of seismic phases between the events. The relocation is performed by using the simulated annealing method to search for the best fitting locations and origin times of the events that minimize the total residual of the constraints. Coda cross-correlogram is demonstrated to be able to provide accurate constraints on interevent distance between events and is introduced in the first time into earthquake relocation. HypoRelocate expands the advantage of using differential constraints to determine high-resolution relative locations between the events by employing additional constraints of coda cross-correlograms and reduces the dependence of relocation results on the accuracy of the initial catalog by incorporating the absolute time into the joint inversion.

Figure 16. The comparison of reference event locations between two relocation cases: hypoRelocate employing both differential travel time and coda cross-correlogram (small red triangles) and hypoDD employing differential travel time only (black triangles). (a–c) Subplots have the same base maps as Figures 5a–5c. The thin gray lines link the same event between the two cases.
We apply the method to relocate the aftershocks of Lushan earthquake, including the main shock and 38 large aftershocks with a magnitude (M) larger than 4.5 as the reference events and 261 other smaller aftershocks. The relocation result clearly depicts a seismic fault profile that is consistent with the one deduced from the GCMT solution. Most of the aftershocks are located between depths of 10 to 20 km and are distributed in the hanging wall. There are few events shallower than 10 km, indicating that the main shock did not rupture to the surface, consistent with the field observations. Comparisons of the relocation results between hypoRelocate and hypoDD, a high-resolution relocation program using differential travel time between the events, indicate that the additional constraints of coda cross-correlogram and absolute travel time place tighter constraints on both the event depth and relative location between the events.
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